
TEX-100N 
 Texture Tester
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TCAT-TEX-2-A

Cone-shaped indenter 
made of Duracon
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Flat-shaped indenter 
made of Duracon
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Flat-shaped indenter 
made of Duracon
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Joint shaft

Flat-shaped indenter
made of stainless steel
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Flat-shaped indenter
made of stainless steel
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Knife holder
made of MC nylon
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Half pillar-shaped 
indenter made of Duracon
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Small chuck
made of stainless steel
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Universal Joint
made of stainless steel
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Small chuck
made of stainless steel
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Needle made of
stainless steel
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AC100V～AC240V

Minimum length display 0.1ｍｍ
Testing speed 1～600mm/min

Power supply voltage
Dimension Ｗ338×Ｄ275.5×Ｈ430.5

Weight Approx. 16.5 kg

Language Japanese・English・Simple Chinese
Traditional Chinese・Korean

※ The specifications in this catalogue subject to change without any notice.

Standard jigs

Optional jigs

M6

Slit table
made of stainless steel

BC-0808S

Wire frame
made of stainless steel

CT-WC

External appearance・Working platform・Specifications
■ Specifications

DetailsSpecifications

■ External appearance・Working platform
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Support you to produce tasty and safe food

■ Texture testing

■ Applicable tests for TEX-100N
□ Texture test
□ Jelly strength test (JIS K 6503 or minced fish)
□ Compression test
□ Tension test
□ Peel test

■ Measured data
The tester can provide you the following measurement 
results:  Hardness, Adhesiveness, cohesiveness, Brittleness, 
Springness, Chewiness, Gumminess and adhesive force.
※These results are calculated based on the texture profile analysis method.

V isual iz ing the food texture with numeric  value,  
i t  supports  you to produce tasty and safe food.

Texture tester

The tester measures by compressing the 
foods with jig (indenter) then automatically 
calculates the data such as hardness and 
adhesiveness based on the texture profile 
analysis method※

※ texture profile analysis method

Texture Tester 「TEX-100N」 can be used for researching the food texture that 
affect to palatability for developing food and for checking as if the food for 
dysphagia satisfies the criteria. It will be a good support for the quality 
control and inspection in the fields of food manufacturing processes.

Small Size Sesign
Its small sized design enables the tester to be portable 
even for ladies.

It is easy to carry as the width is 35cm and weight 16.5kg.

Store Data in USB Memory
The tester can transfer data to USB memory so that 
you can easily transfer to PC.

Come with printing function
The tester is equipped with printer and you can print 
the result just after measurement.

Automatically stop when overload
The tester will automatically stop operation when 
it is overload.

Display when stop when over load
※Factory dose not guarantee for overlode.

Water Proof

You can exchange the jig easily

Wide working space

Easy-to-see display
The display shows simple graph, specimen’s 
characteristic can be grasp at glance.

Automatic measurement by simple setting

Anyone can operate

TEX-100N

I can do it!

Simply select the test method from MENU and input
necessary requirements.
Then the tester automatically operates specialized testing.

Working space area has splash-proof structure and is 
safe for small amount of water. 

The working platform has wide and flat area so that you 
can set big specimen or work with comparable specimens 
side by side.

You can exchange the jig easily by turning the knob
without using any tools.

g

structure!

Jig is exchangeable by turning the front knob.

Stainless steel is used for the working platform.
※ Be sure that the power switch, printer and 
     back of the tester are not wet proof.

The LCD display with 
white back light gives 
you good view!

Test results are 
instantly printed.
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Big data?  No problem with data-control!

　★ Texture test
　★ Jelly strength test
　　    (JIS K 6503 or minced fish)

　★ Compression test
　★ Tension test
　★ Peel test

　★
　★
　　   

★
★
★

Texture of the boil-in-the-bag soup on the market is tested for checking as if it is conform to the criteria of the foods for dysphagia.
Measurement example

Set the sample material on the platform.  Select
Texture from the MENU and press START key.

The sample material should be put in the 
vessel full to the brim.

MENU Display Mesuring Display You can check the measurment result.

PC software for controlling data is standard accessory. 
It is possible to connect the tester with PC and capture 
data.

Tester comes with PC software

Fall Prevention

So far texture of foods is judge by human sense of mouth feel. The human 
sense is very important criteria but it has big problem. Definition is not 
clear and feeling differs from person to person.
Texture Tester 「TEX-100N」can visualize the fuzzy 「mouthfeel」with
“numeric value” so that you can make objective judgment of the texture.
For example, if you are manufacturer or server of the foods for children 
and elderly people, it is very important to check safety hardness for 
swallowing of such foods.

TEX-100N

Cohesiveness（A2/A1）
Springness（T2/T1） 
Gumminess（Hardness × Cohesiveness）  
Chewiness（Hardness × Cohesiveness × Springness）
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What is testing texture?

Texture Tester「TEX 100N」


